**DIRECTIONS**

1. USE high quality, fully bloomed white or light colored flowers.
2. POUR Dipit into a wide mouth container or bucket for easy dipping.
3. DIP blossoms into dye for approximately 2 seconds.
4. SHAKE excess dye back into container or bucket, it’s reusable.
5. RINSE blossoms thoroughly in clear water and shake again over a drain.
6. LET DRY before handling to avoid staining of clothing, etc.

**NOTES**

- Suggest using latex gloves while dyeing to protect hands from staining.
- For darker shades, re-dip flowers after they have dried.
- For lighter shades, dilute dye with DESIGN MASTER Dipit Thinner.
- Dip dying blossoms can be messy. Protect work area and clothing from splatter.
- Available in quart or gallon size.

**DISPOSAL**

Dipit dyes are not water based and should not be poured down the drain. The disposal method we recommend for leftover dye solution is to absorb it into a material like sawdust, wood chips or newspaper. These may simply be disposed of in their normal trash.
**Orange Shades**

**Bittersweet**
1 part Yellow/Yellow
1 part Perfect Pink
3 parts Orange

**Sunrise Orange**
3 parts Orange
1 part Yellow/Yellow

**Sonia Rose**
1 part Perfect Pink
1 part Orange

**Tangerine**
3 parts Orange
2 parts Perfect Pink

**Toasted Orange**
1 part Holiday Red
9 parts Orange

**Coral**
4 parts Perfect Pink
1 part Orange

**Pink and Red Shades**

**Pink Blush**
9 parts Perfect Pink
9/10 part Yellow/Yellow
1/10 part Larkspur Blue

**Dusty Rose**
7 parts Perfect Pink
3 parts Lavender

**Mauve**
3 parts Lavender
2 parts Perfect Pink

**Blue Shades**

**Sky Blue**
1 part Deep Blue
1 part Lavender

**Yellow Shades**

**Navy Blue**
9 1/5 parts Deep Blue
4/5 part Orange

**Colonial Blue**
8 1/5 parts Deep Blue
1 1/5 parts Orange

**Steel Blue**
4 parts Deep Blue
1 part Orange

**Dark Shades**

**Autumn Bronze**
1 part Holiday Red
1 part Yellow/Yellow
3 parts Orange

**Light Brown**
4 1/5 parts Orange
4 1/5 parts Perfect Pink
3/5 part Larkspur Blue

**Dark Brown**
4 1/5 parts Orange
4 1/5 parts Perfect Pink
1 part Larkspur Blue

**Charcoal**
1 part Yellow/Yellow
1 part Perfect Pink
1 part Holiday Red
1 part Larkspur Blue

**Light Shades**

**Ivory**
9 2/5 parts Yellow/Yellow
3/5 part Holiday Red

**Champagne**
3 parts Yellow/Yellow
1 part Orange

**Butterscotch**
4 parts Yellow/Yellow
1 part Orange

**Green Shades**

**Lime**
8 1/2 parts Yellow/Yellow
1 1/2 parts Larkspur Blue